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The Martian polar regions are the most dynamic regions of the Red Planet. Dr. Adrian Brown
from the SETI Institute is a researcher on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) mission that
has been in orbit since 2007. Onboard MRO are a high resolution camera (HiRISE), context
camera (CTX), and daily mapping camera (MARCI) in addition to a near infrared mapping
spectrometer, the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM). Dr.
Brown has used data from these cameras and spectrometer to examine the properties and
behavior of surface ices, clouds and atmospheric dust over the past 3 Earth years. These new
datasets are addressing some of our old questions about how dust storms form on Mars, and how
much water is available for future explorers of the Red Planet. Dr. Brown is the coordinator for
the SETI Seminar Series, which can be found at http://youtube.com/setiinstitute. Dr. Brown will
describe how we know what we know about the polar regions of Mars and how MRO has
uncovered new complexities and fascinating details at a spatial resolution previously only
available to spy satellites.
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was "Hyperspectral Mapping of Ancient Hydrothermal Systems". His advisors were Prof.
Malcolm Walter of the Australian Centre for Astrobiology and Dr. Thomas Cudahy of CSIRO
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has used this skill to enhance his knowledge of remote sensing by flying over study regions in
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